
uctors may assiena port of the Review Sheet questions using Mastter irng A&p REVIEW SHEET E XER CISE 
The Microscope 

Name Ta Mack 
Lab Tine/Date re Wed lopMLA Care and Structure of the Compound Microscope 1. Label all indicated parts of the microscope 

OClac Lenseo 

M Volahio noeaes 
hiechlence 
Mecdaauca Siar Slage 

adoaSe 
irLS daphram_ 

Lcdenser ndo 

Sukslan Qia 
adyn 

-LL Cen 

2. Explain the proper technique for transporting the microscope. 

wpportuq hase. 

33 



ritin TOllowing statements is either true or false. If true, write Ton the answer blank. If false, correct the statement by 

on the blank the proper word or phrase to replace the one that is underlined. 

Onby rfe lns 
Papd 

ach ha 

1. The microscope lens may be cleaned with any soft tissuue. 
monr lenstpak 

2 The microscope should be stored with the oIL immersion lens in position over the stage. 

3. When beginning to focus, use the scanning objective lens. 

palyahen 0oitchue When focusing on high power, always use the coarse adjustment knob to focus. 
5. A coverslip should always be used with wet mounts. 

4. Match the microscope structures in column B with the statements in column A that identify or describe them. 

Column A Column B 

1 a. coarse adjustment knob 

b. condenser 
fine adjustment knob 

d. iris diaphragm lever 
e. mechanical stage 

t. nosepiece 

g. objective lenses 
h. 

platform on which the slide rests for viewing 

2. used to adjust the amount of light passing through 
the specimen 

C. 

3. Controls the movement of the slide on the stage 

Ocular lens 4. delivers a concentrated beam of light to the specimen 
stage 

Used for precise focusing once initial focusing has 
been done 

5. 

carries the objective lenses; rotates so that the differ 
ent objective lenses can be brought into position over 
the specimena. 

6. 

5. Define the following terms. 

total magnification:. 

oe 
resolution: Q)iM _dsCAmua le d lose soseek as egale 

Viewing Objects Through the Microscope 
6. Complete, or respond to, the following statements: 

1 The distance from the bottom of the objective lens to the surface of the slide is called 

the 

Assurne there is en object on the left side of the field that you want to bring to the center 

(that is, toere appare ht). In what direction would you move your slide? 

ld yie 
5 

he aresfhe shia seen whe . g through the microscope is the, 

4 a microscope has a 10X ocuia: s nd the total magnification is 950x, the objective lens in 

use at ihat time is 
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Meases Condroa 

ParocQ 
5. Why should the light be dimmed when looking at living (nearly transparent) celi,? 

Of, after focusing in low power, you need to use only the fine adjustment to tocus the specimen 

at the higher powers, the microscope is said to be 

You are using a 10x ocular and a 15x objective, and the field diameter is 15 mm. The sp 
proximate field size with a 30x objective is , mm. 

. lif the diameter of the low-power field is 1.5 mm, an object that occupies approximatety a third 

of that field has an estimated diameter of mm 

low-power fielded to prepare a slide with the letter F on it (as shown below). In the circle below, draw the F as seen in the low-power field. 

F 

8. Estimate the length (longest dimension) of the object in um: 

Total magnification = 100x 

Field diameter 1.6 mm 
Length of object = 

um 

9.Say you are observing an object in the low-power field. When you switch to high power, it is no longer in your field of view. 

Why might this occur? 

What should you do initially to prevent this frorm heppening? ila deat Aan at 
muca a posSiblg hgana. SwitiungD ana p 

10. Do the following factors increasebr decrease as one moves to higher magnifications with the microscope? 

resolution n CNtasAr amount of light needed: thaAQ2 
working distance: 0UCLAAL depth of field dAaAS 

11. A student has the high-power lens in position and appears to be intently observing the specimen. The instructor, notin 

ing distance of about 1 cm, knows the student isn't actually seeing the specimen. 

How so? nam-D mS Snua DAe NOO-o LmMQNSe 

-



e the proper procedure for preparing a wet mount 

Oa uel2) Caner -Sp iSQLd ata 96duegaa A 
3Indicate the probable cause of the following situations during use of a microscope. 

Only half of the field is illuminated: BlacLase n lok Prdy 
a. 

. The visible field does not change as the mechanical stage is moved: MRcdanua Cantect oetwreen yhaSpeme h alectnuelenp 14. A blood smear is used to diagnose malaria. In patients with malaria, the protozoa can be found near and inside red blood 
cells. Explain why a microscope capable of high magnification and high resolution would be needed to diagnose malaria. 

15. Histopathology is the use of microscopes to view tissues to diagnose and track the progression of diseases. Why are thin 
slices of tissue ideal for this procedure? 



Name 

Anatomy of the Composite Cell 
1. Label the cell structures using the leader lines provided 

ucleu 

eneloK 
Nudeolup 

Nud2or 

Smeok erdep lasMI 

retulum A 
PGRma 

ybsol 

Mtchonenon 

LSsme 

CentioleA{ 

MICOvill 

MICrofwnn 

MiCDMla . 
ihormd 

omont S 



dcn each cell structure listed on the left with the correct description on the right. 

1. ribosome main site of ATP synthesis 

2. smooth ER Dencloses the chromatin 

3. mitochondrion sac of digestive enzymes

4 nucleus examples include glycogen granules and ingested foreign materials 

5 Golgi apparatus forms basal bodies and helps direct mitotic spindle fornation 

6 lysosome ANsite of protein synthesis 

7. centriole forms the external boundary of the cell 

8. ytoskeleton site of lipid synthesis 

D 9. inclusion 
packaging site for ribosomes

10. plasma membrane 
packages proteins for transportation 

11. nucleolus 
internal cellular network of rodlike structures 

Differences and Similarities in Cell Structure 

3. Choose the specimen observed in Actvity s (squamous epithelium, sperm cells, smooth muscle, or human red blood cells) that fits the description below. 

cell has a flagellum for movement 

cells have an elongated shape (tapered at each end) 2 

_cells are close together 3B. 

cells are circular 4. 

cells are thin and tlat, with irregular borders b. 

6. cells are anucleate (without a nucleus) 

7. longest cell 

Cell Division 
4. What is the function of mitotic cell division? A 
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entify phase. On the appropriate answer line, write the letters that correspond to these events 
5. ldentify the four pnases of mitoSIS shown in the following photomicrographs, and select the events from the key iat currecthy 

Key: 
Ine nuclear envelope re-forms. 
Chromosomes line up in the center of the cell. 
Chromatin coils and condenses, forming chromosomes. 

Chromosomes stop moving toward the poles. 
Ihe chromosomes are V shaped. 

. The nuclear envelope breaks down. 

Chromosomes attach to the spindle fibers. 
Ihe mitotic spindle begins to form. 

lak Pagha 1 Phase:_M 

Events. Events. 

3. Phase: apaae 4 Phaselaphaae Cyhopasa 

Events 
Events 

6. Draw the phases of mitosis for a cell that contains four chromosomes as its diploid, or 2n, number. 
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Describe 
7. 

the events that occur during interphase. 
D 

MaleaO 1s Laona a main Audeas AnelpA 
Oomplete or respond to the following statements: 

. 
DIVISion of the 1L is referred to as mitosis. Cytokinesis Sdivision of the 2 The major structural ditterence bety 

chromatin and chromosomes is that the latter 2. 
undiv structures called 4If a cell undergoes mito- 3. uLes|ConduaSed 

4 entromerersS 

are 3 Chromosomes attach to the spindle fibers by 
Ss Dut not cytokinesis, the product is 5The structure idt acts as a scaffolding for chromosomal attachment and novement is called the 6 7is the period of cell life wnen the cell is not involved in division. Three cell popula-tons in the body that do not routinely undergo cell division are 8 9and 10 5. inUea lo ca_ 

6. uadla 

7. epkaa 

8Joralo 
9. n Collo 

10. adLas A &ala 9. Plasma cells are key to the immune response because they secrete antibodies. Given that antibodies are made of protein, which membrane-enclosed cell organelle would you expect the plasma cells to have in abundance? Why?. 

10. Name which organelle you would expect to play the largest role in decomposition of the human body. Why?, 

11. Some antifungal medications work by blocking DNA synthesis in the fungal cell. Describe where in the cell cycle such a medi-
cation would halt the fungal cell and the consequences of this early termination of the cycle.. 
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